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ious social situations by Arab learners of English studying in India. These strategies are compared
and contrasted against the strategies elicited in the same situations from Indian English speakers,
American English speakers, and British English speakers. Pragmatic transfer from Arabic is also
examined. The study ﬁndings reveal that the religious beliefs, concepts and values are responsible
for many deviations in the Arab learners’ language from that of the native speakers. Moreover,
Arabs using English are more keen on taking on responsibility, whereas the English native speakers
are more keen on formulaic offers of repair or verbal redress. Interesting similarities in the selection
of arrangement patterns of the major apology strategies are found between the Arab learners’ data
and the data elicited from Indian English speakers. This is interpreted as a result of some aspects of
cultural similarities. Finally, some pedagogical implications are highlighted.
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Studies concerned with cross-cultural comparative discourse
(e.g., Gumperz and Tannen, 1979; Tannen, 1982; Blum-Kulka,
1982; Cohen and Olshtain, 1981; Olshtain and Cohen, 1983;y. Production and hosting by
Saud University.
lsevierBlum-Kulka and Olshtain and Cohen, 1984) have shown that
different cultures possess different rules of appropriateness.
Thus, if our goal is to make our learners truly effective com-
municators in a second language, they require to be aware of
these rules of appropriateness in addition to mastering the
phonology and grammar of that language. The emphasis in
second language teaching and learning theories has shifted in
recent years from a ‘grammatical’ or ‘structural’ approach to
a ‘communicative’ one regarding as their ultimate goal provid-
ing the learners with knowledge about and experience in using
the socio-cultural rules of the new language. This socio-
cultural competence has been shown to be an important com-
ponent of communicative competence. The emphasis on this
kind of competence has underscored the importance of cross-
cultural speech act studies. The study of speech acts can pro-
vide us with better understanding and new insights into the
interdependence of linguistic forms and socio cultural context.
20 Abdul Wahed Qasem Ghaleb Al-ZumorThe objective of this paper is to investigate how the perfor-
mance of Arab learners of English differs from their perfor-
mance in their Arabic L1 and from the way native speakers of
British English and American English realise an apology speech
act. In other words, the main aim of this paper is to explore the
inter-language pragmatics of Arab learners of English, when
they produce the speech act of apology in the target language.
Therefore, the study answers the following questions:
What are the realization patterns of apology speech act in
Arabic.
To what extent the strategies used by the Arab learners of
English deviate from those of the native speakers.
To what extent the strategies used by the Arab learners of
English deviate from those produced by them in their ﬁrst
language.2. Deﬁnition and research into apology: general
Goffman (1971) views apologies as remedial interchanges serv-
ing to re-establish social harmony after a real or virtual offence
or in Olshtain and Cohen terms whether the offence is real or
potential (1983, p. 20). Apology is a communicative act in the
production of which an apologiser has to act politely, both in
the vernacular sense and in the more technical sense of paying
attention to the addressee’s face wants (Brown and Levinson,
1978, 1987).
In the discussion of human interaction, the avoidance based
negative politeness and solidarity based positive politeness te-
nets of Brown and Levinson’s theory (1987) are necessary for
cross-cultural analysis or (studies of speech acts). However, the
application of their framework has faced many hurdles.
Researchers are not unanimous in what exactly constitutes
politeness (Fraser, 1990). Blum-Kulka (1992) observes, ‘‘Sys-
tems of politeness manifest a culturally ﬁltered interpretation
of interaction (1992, p. 270), the social understanding of polite-
ness being signiﬁcantly affected by certain cultural notions.’’
3. Theoretical background
Apology is a speech act on which a considerable literature ex-
ists. Goffman views apology as, a remedial interchange (work)
with the function of changing the meaning that otherwise might
be given into an act, transforming what could be seen as offen-
sive into what can be seen as acceptable (Goffman, 1971).
Marion Owen (1983) interprets remedial interchanges including
apologies and accounts as those concerned speciﬁcally with
repairing damage to face, where face preservation itself be-
comes the object of the conversation for a time, however short.
A distinction between the use of ‘‘excuse me’’ and’’ I am
sorry’’ in apologetic behaviour was discussed by Borkin and
Reinhart (1978) in their analysis. The study suggests that
acquiring appropriate formulas for ritualistic apology is prob-
lematic for non-native speakers; however, substantive apolo-
gies are a more complex learning task. Coulmas (1981) in his
analysis of gratitude and indebtedness notes that the function
of much apologetic behaviour is ritualistic and that it varies
cross culturally as shown in a number of western languages
as opposed to Japanese. Olshtain and Cohen (1983) notes that
events that require apology have been shown to vary cross-
culturally. Severity of the offence and the weight of contextualvariables are also subject to cross-cultural variation (House,
1988; Vollmer and Olshtain, 1989). Olshtain (1989) in a study
shows that preference for strategy choice varies contextually
and cross-culturally.
Kasper (1992) examined how contextual factors in a variety
of offence contexts are perceived by Thai and American infor-
mants. She also Investigated the question of how the selection
of apology strategies is determined by contextual factors. The
patterns of intra-cultural and inter-cultural variability which
are observable in the selection of apology strategies by Thai
NNS of English as compared to NS of Thai and American
English were also explored in her study.
4. Apology background in inter-language pragmatics
Inter-language pragmatics has been deﬁned as ‘‘the study of
non-native speakers’’ use and acquisition of linguistic action
patterns in a second language (L2) Kasper; Blum-Kulka
(1993). A huge part of literature on inter-language pragmatics
has focussed on the production processes rather than compre-
hension or developmental issues.
Cohen and Olshtain (1985) studied the types of deviations
in the production of the speech act of apology by Hebrew
learners of English. They pointed out that deviation from the
target language could be due to the situation or grammatical
and lexical factors. The same authors in a study focusing on
the act of apologizing, refer to it as a ‘‘speech act set’’ (Olshtain
and Cohen, 1983). Their discussion related to a group of stu-
dents on the production of apologies by non-native speakers
who vary in both the mother tongue and the target language.
For example speakers of Russian and English learning He-
brew, speakers of Spanish learning English, a speaker of Kor-
ean learning English and speakers of Chinese learning English.
The possibility to identify culturally and stylistically in appro-
priate L2 utterances in apology situations was the ﬁnding of a
study conducted by Cohen and Olshtain (1981) on a group of
native Hebrew speakers who served as informants for apolo-
gies in English L2. (Trosborg, 1987) investigated the communi-
cative act of apologizing as realized in the speech of Danish
learners of English compared to native speaker performance.
In his paper he provided an outline of apology strategies and
an analysis of native/non-native communicative behaviour in
terms of these strategies.
5. Speech act of apology in second/foreign language context
The above review of the studies done on the inter-language
pragmatics aspects of the speech act of apology shows that a
study on this particular speech act as produced by Arab learn-
ers of English may vaguely exist in the map of this area of
study. The purpose of my paper is to explore the features of
Arab apologies in English and how the cultural differences
are reﬂected in their performance. The study is also supposed
to provide us with a view of the performance of the act of apol-
ogizing in Arabic.
6. Subjects
Three groups have served as subjects in this study. The Arab
group (70 students), the American group (16) and the
British group (16). The Arab group serve as both, English
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native language respondents (63 responses). This group is a
mixture of subjects who belong to ﬁve Arab states; Yemen
(38), Palestine (8), Jordan (7), Sudan (9) and Oman (8). All
the subjects are students enrolled at different Indian Universi-
ties and study different programmes (graduation, and post
graduation) and subjects (commerce, English, Computer Sci-
ence, etc.). Most of them come to India with a very weak pro-
ﬁciency in English and, through some kind of formal learning
as well as social interaction they acquire English and use it
for academic and social purposes. They have different levels
of proﬁciency in English. Since their ﬁrst exposure to English,
both American and British varieties of English have been side
by side introduced to them formally or informally. Now, along
with these two verities of English they are also exposed to In-
dian English. In this study two control groups have served as
representatives of both British and American English. The
rationale behind this is to ﬁnd whether Arabs are more affected
by or share aspects with British or American variety of English
in their production of the speech act of apology. Anyone can
simply ask why subjects from among the Indian English speak-
ers do not serve in such a study. My answer would to refer the
reader to a paper by Mehrotra (1995). ‘‘How to be polite in In-
dian English’’, where he says ‘‘The Indian English politeness
forms admit of greater individual variation and stylistic range
and a lower percentage of standard, conventional and ﬁxed
forms in comparison with British or American English.’’7. Method
The Arab subjects were asked to respond, in written, to a dis-
course completion questionnaire consisting of three situations
calling for apology speech act. These situations were speciﬁ-
cally designed to reveal the subjects use of semantic formulae
when apologising and how these formulas vary in degree of
severity of offence.
The advantage to using DCQ is that respondents feel free to
express themselves without any kind of intervention by the re-
searcher. It was noticed that, the subjects feel embarrassed
when using role-playing technique. Collecting data based on
naturally occurring situations is a very time consuming task.
The subjects do not use English much in their social interaction.
The three situations are common in life and could happen
to the subjects and do not require them to assume different
roles or personalities. They are as follows:
You accidentally bump into a well-dressed elderly lady at
an elegant department store, causing her to spill her packages
all over the ﬂoor. You hurt her leg too. It’s clearly your fault
and you want to apologise. You say:
At a restaurant you change your mind after the food has al-
ready been served. You want to apologise and change the or-
der. What would you say?
You forget a book which you borrowed from your female
classmate and you are supposed to return it, how would you
apologise?
A new technique was used to collect the native English
data. Due to the difﬁculty in getting native speakers in the
areas where I conduct my research, I resorted to chatting
through the internet. The idea of my research is given to the
respondents. If s/he agrees to respond, the situations are sent
one by one and an instant responses are received.8. The model
In the present study the model adopted is that of Cohen and
Olshtain (1981, pp. 113–134) and Olshtain and Cohen (1983,
pp. 22–23). It is also based on the CCSARP coding manual
(Blum-Kulka et al., 1989). This model has been chosen because
it has been developed out of empirical observations. This mod-
el has also shown its universality because it has been success-
fully tested on several languages (Olshtain, 1989). It shows
that apologisers generally use a limited number of verbal strat-
egies. However, the variation in the choice and linguistic real-
isations across the Arabic and English languages as
representing entirely different cultures. The model followed
in this study is presented below:
1. Illocutionary force indicating devices (IFIDs)
– An expression of regret, e.g. I’m sorry.
– A request for forgiveness and accepting the apology,
e.g., Please forgive me/please accept my apology.2. Explanation or account: any external mitigating circum-
stances, ‘‘objective’’ reasons for the violation, e.g.,
i. Explicit: the Trafﬁc was terrible.
ii. Implicit: trafﬁc is always so heavy in the morning.
3. Taking on responsibility
a. Explicit self-blame, e.g., It is my fault/my mistake.
b. Lack of intent, e.g., I didn’t mean it.
c. Expression of self-deﬁciency.
d. I was confused/I didn’t see you/forgot.
e. Expression of embarrassment, e.g., I feel awful about it.
f. Self-dispraise, e.g., I’m such a dimwit!
g. Justify hearer, e.g., You’re right to be angry.
h. Refusal to acknowledge guilt.
– Denial of responsibility, e.g., It wasn’t my fault.
– Blame the hearer, e.g., it’s your own fault.
– Pretend to be offended, e.g. I’m the one to be offended.
4. Concern for the hearer, e.g., I hope I didn’t upset you/
Are you all right?
5. Offer of repair, e.g. I’ll pay for the damage.
6. Promise of Forbearance, e.g., It won’t happen again.
These strategies have been presented in the study according
to their high frequency of occurrence in the data.
9. The data analysis and results
9.1. IFIDs
IFIDs (Illocutionary Force Indicating Devices) is the most
central strategy for an apology in various languages. Olshtain
and Cohen (1983, pp. 22–23) refer to this strategy as ‘‘an
expression of apology’’. This is the ﬁrst formula in apology
as a speech act set. It consists of a number of sub-formulas:
An expression of regret, e.g., ‘‘I’m sorry’’.
An offer of apology, e.g., ‘‘I apologise’’.
3.1.1. A request for forgiveness, e.g., ‘‘Excuse me’’
The Table below shows that IFID formulae are used by all the
subjects in situation (I) with variation in the number and type
of strategy. In my data collected from the sixteen American
22 Abdul Wahed Qasem Ghaleb Al-ZumorEnglish speakers, the sub-formula ‘‘an expression of regret’’ is
the only strategy used (chosen) from among the other sub-for-
mulas. This shows that American English speakers resort to
offer quite a routine-like strategy and that they prefer this
sub-formula in such apology-calling situations (see Table 1).
The British English speaking subjects prefer the same sub-
formula, though in one of the responses ‘‘excuse me’’ ﬁgures
once but followed by an expression of regret with intensiﬁca-
tion ‘‘I am very sorry’’. The sub formula ‘‘An offer of apol-
ogy’’ ﬁgures in two responses. One of them is an offer of
apology proper ‘‘I apologise’’. In the other responses a request
to accept the offer of apology is expressed this way: ‘‘please ac-
cept my apology’’.
The slight difference in the realisation of IFID strategies be-
tween the American English speakers and the British English
speaker can help in investigating this strategy as used by Arab
subjects in English. Arabs are mostly exposed to both the vari-
eties of English. Therefore, we can draw conclusions about the
variety of English by which they are most inﬂuenced when they
produce an apology speech act.
In both the English data collected from the Arab learners of
English and the elicited responses in Arabic as L1, the remedial
action starts with an IFID. However, there is variation in the
distribution of each IFID across both the Arabic and English
responses. So far as the most common strategy ‘‘an expression
of regret’’ is concerned, all the Arab subjects have used it in
their English performance, i.e., ‘‘100% of the subjects have
used ‘‘I am sorry’’ with some preceded by intensiﬁed adverbi-
als. Only in one response, the strategy ‘‘excuse me’’ appears,
yet, preceded by an expression of regret ‘‘I am so sorry’’.
According to Arabs perception they consider ‘‘excuse me’’ as
so weak for the purpose of apology, even in cases of slights of-
fences. However, interestingly, its equivalence in Arabic:
i?thurni or ma?thiratan
are perceived as strong expression in apologising. A ‘‘request
for forgiveness’’ sub-formulae occurs in 15% of the data. It
is used by 11 subjects, ‘‘forgive me’’ ﬁgures in 9 of them and
‘‘Pardon me’’ in the remaining two and most of these responses
are preceded by ‘‘please’’. It is very interesting to notice here
that ‘‘please’’ is used only in the English data preceding the
expression of ‘‘forgive me’’ and ‘‘Pardon me’’. However, when
the equivalent expressions are used in the Arabic data nothing
like ‘‘please& or ‘‘Could you’’ precede or follow such expres-
sions. Here, it can be pointed out that there is a transfer case
from English.
The third formula of IFID, ‘‘an offer apology’’ is used by
four subjects, three of them use the expression ‘‘please accept
my apology’’ and the fourth subject refers to this sub-formula
indirectly by saying ‘‘I don’t know how to apologize to you’’.
This strategy presupposes that the apologiser is so embar-
rassed and therefore, no appropriate expression of apology isTable 1 Distribution of IFIDs across the four types of data.
Sorry (%) Excus
English inter-language n= 70 100 1.4
Arabic n= 63 74.6 17.4
American English n= 16 100 –
British English n= 16 87.5 6.25available that can express his deep concern about the offended.
American and British English speakers do not seem to use such
a strategy in their apologies. So, it is a transfer from Arabic.
The three subjects who used ‘‘please accept my apology’’ strat-
egy seem to have been inﬂuenced by the British variety of Eng-
lish because it ﬁgures in one of the responses of the British
native speakers of English. It can also be considered a case
of positive transfer from the mother tongue: Arabic. Similar
expressions are found in the Arabic data.
It is highly important to note that, though the non-native
speakers of English (the Arabs here) used strategies other than
the expression of regret in their remedial responses, these strat-
egies did not occur alone. They were supported by an expres-
sion of regret following them in each response they occur,
unlike the British English responses in which the expression
of apology sub-formula ‘‘I apologise’’ and ‘‘please accept my
apology’’ were never supported by any other IFID. They occur
as the only IFIDs in each response.
The distribution of IFIDs in the data from the Arabic L1
shows that the four sub-formulas are used with a preference
for:
anna aasif (I am sorry) 74%).
In 28% of the data the Arabs use:
(afwan or samihni or al-afw).
all carry the meaning of (forgive me) and in 17% they use.
mathiratan or i?thurni (excuse me).
The performative verb (apologize) does not ﬁgure. It is con-
sidered as formal way of apologizing and commonly used in
the high variety of Arabic both spoken and written.
It is important to note that although the expression of
regret
ana aasif (I am sorry)
is used by 47 of the 63 subjects, 30 of them use this sub-for-
mula alone as an IFID. The remaining 17 don’t consider ana
aasif as a sufﬁcient expression of apology in such situation.
In addition to the expression of regret,
ana aasif. . .samihini and alma?thirah or al afw.
are used to make the apology strong for the purpose.
Let us now consider the intensity of apology, speciﬁcally
intensity of regret. In the British English data 9 subjects out
of 16 use intensiﬁed adverbials preceding the expression of re-
gret which suggests that they consider the situation highly
offensive and hence entails strong expressions of apology for
face-saving purpose. In the American English corpus, only
six out of 16 subjects use intensiﬁers. However, in one responsee (%) Apologise (%) Forgive (Pardon) (%)
5.7 15.7
1.5 28.5
– –
12.5 –
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apology stronger in force. It can also be pointed out that the
choice of intensiﬁed adverbials by the British subjects [ever
so, so, terribly (3 times)] supports my claim about the differ-
ence in weighing the severity of offence by both the groups.
The Arabs in their English corpus also use intensiﬁed
adverbials in 68% of the data. Therefore, Arabs in their pro-
duction of an apology in English use more intensiﬁes than
any of the other two groups; American (37%) and British
(56%) (see Table 2).
Let us now discuss some deviations in the non-native Arab
learners of English in respect of using intensiﬁed adverbials. In
some responses, we ﬁnd the repetitive use of ‘‘very’’ and ‘‘so’’
(I am very very sorry, / I am really really sorry, / I am so so
sorry, which ‘‘is’’ a result of transfer from Arabic, in which
repetition is a common intensiﬁcation technique. In the Arabic
data the repetitive use of jiddan (very) or (so) as an intensiﬁer is
clearly noticed.
Although Arab subjects come from ﬁve Arab countries, the
Sudanese subjects show some uniqueness in their use of inten-
siﬁed adverbials. The ﬁrst observation is that the expressions
of regret used by them are always intensiﬁed. The second
observation is that, six out of the eight subjects have used
adverbials like (‘‘really so’’, ‘‘really very’’, ‘‘really extremely’’,
‘‘deeply’’ and ‘‘extremely’’. On the basis of this data we ob-
serve that expressions of regret used by Sudanese subjects
are highly intensiﬁed than those expressions used by other
Arab Nationals. The variation in using intensiﬁed adverbials
in Sudanese data is attributed to their better command of Eng-
lish and not a result of transfer from Sudanese Arabic.
In a number of cases 37% of the IFIDs are repeated twice
by Arab non-native speakers of English. In a half of these
cases, it is the ‘‘expression of regret’’ which is repeated. In
the second half the other two sub-formulas of IFIDs are spo-
radically used. This repetition of different or same IFIDs in
one response is a case of transfer from Arabic. In almost the
same number of cases IFIDs are found to be repeated twice
in the Arabic data. However, there is a difference. In the Ara-
bic data the repetition of an IFID in the same response is rep-
resented by a different sub-formula of IFID. For example,
‘‘afwan, aasif jiddan jiddan’’ (forgive me, very sorry) or aasif
samihoona (sorry forgive me).
Only in three cases out of 21 responses the repetitions are
represented by the same IFID (expression of regret: ana jiddan
aasif, aasif).
The last important point to note here is the use of address
terms after an expression of regret. In the British data, no such
expression is used. In the American data ‘‘mam’’ is used in ﬁve
responses, that is around 31% of the whole corpus. In exactly
the same percentage (22-out-of 70) the Arab learners of Eng-
lish use address terms but differently. Ten of them have used
(madam to show respect, 7 have used (mam) like the AmericanTable 2 The use of intensiﬁed adverbials in situation 1.
Intensiﬁed adverbials (%)
English inter-language n= 70 68
Arabic n= 63 41
American English n= 16 37
British English n= 16 56subjects, in three cases the address term (aunt) is used which is
a mere transfer from Arabic. In one case the word (mother) is
used and in the last (Ms) ﬁgures. This variation is a reﬂection
of what the subjects say in their L1. However the use of ma-
dam is a result of transfer from English.
Let us now move to the second situation which appears in
the DC Questionnaire as follows:
‘‘At a restaurant you change your mind after the food has
already been served. You want to apologize and ask for
changing the order.
You say: ‘‘ __________’’.
This situation yields unexpected results. Although, in the
description of this situation to the subjects the need for apolo-
gizing is referred to clearly, only 38.8% of the Arab learners of
English responded with apologetic expressions. More than half
the subjects perceive the offence in this situation as a slight one
and doesn’t require any IFIO. On the basis of the data col-
lected on this situation it is observed that a highly polite re-
quest for changing the order is sufﬁcient for the purpose.
*The observation is supported by the use of intensiﬁed adver-
bials in only ﬁve responses of the 27 responses in which IFIDs
are used. The American native speakers of English, on the
other hand, have used expressions of regret in 87% of the data
occur with also few number of intensiﬁers. In the British Eng-
lish data 69% of the subjects use apologetic expressions
(mainly expressions of regret) with a few number of intensiﬁ-
ers. In the Arabic data (L1), the same percentage of the sub-
jects (38%) start their responses with remedial expressions.
Fewer use of intensiﬁers and no repetition of IFIDs is observed
(Table 3).
The presentation above requires some explanations. It is
found that the three groups (American, British and Arabs) as-
sign lower degree of severity of offence to this situation than to
the situation of ‘‘bumping into the lady’’ situation with varia-
tion. The responses by Arabs in both Arabic and English
shows that, to them, the offence in this situation is slight and
it is not offensive to ask for changing the order. Therefore,
they are highly inﬂuenced by their L1 in producing responses
to this situation. Some difference is observed between how
both Americans and British deal with this situation. In the
data of British English, two subjects opt out:
– I could never imagine doing that unless there was something
wrong with the food.
– If I ordered I should have it anyway.
– Speakers of English opt out in four out of the seventy
responses.
– I’ll feel shy to change the order. So, normally I’ll eat what I
have ordered.
– I’ll order extra food and pay for all.Table 3 The use of IFIDs in situation 2.
IFIDs (%)
English inter-language n= 70 38
Arabic n= 63 38
American English n= 16 87
British English n= 16 69
Table 4 The frequency of occurrence of remedial actions in
situation 3.
English inter-language n= 70 91%
Arabic n= 63 84%
American English n= 16 93%
British English n= 16 93%
Table 6 The frequency of occurrence of ‘‘Expression of
concern for the hearer’’ in situation 1.
English inter-language n= 70 11%
Arabic n= 63 15%
American English n= 16 56%
British English n= 16 37%
24 Abdul Wahed Qasem Ghaleb Al-ZumorIn the English used by the Arab learners they deviate from
their Arabic responses in using the IFID strategy. In the Ara-
bic data, variation in the use of IFIDs is found, (ana aasif 10
responses) (afwan 7 responses).interestingly, when apologizing
in English, the same subjects who use this variation in IFIDs
use one sub-formula (the expression of regret), (sorry). They
prefer to use ‘‘I am sorry’’ because it is the most easily acces-
sible to learners being the most common among apology for-
mulas in English. They don’t transfer the use of the other
formulas to their apologies in English. Because the other for-
mulas like ‘‘forgive me’’ or ‘‘please accept my apology’’ used
by them in the ﬁrst situation are used in offences of high degree
of severity along with ‘‘the expression of apology’’ (I am sorry)
to intensify the force of apologetic behaviour. This intensity is
not needed in such a situation.
The subject matter of the last situation calling for apology
is ‘‘forgetting a book of a female classmate which is supposed
to be returned’’. The ﬁgure below shows that the three groups
agree on the use of remedial action in this situation. The per-
centages of the subjects who apologise are: British English
Natives (93%), American English Natives 93%, Arab learn-
ers of English 91% and Arab L1 responses 84% as shown
in Table 4).
Let us now consider the distribution of the IFIDs across the
data collected from the three groups with respect to this situa-
tion. British English native speakers use the ‘‘expression of re-
gret’’ in 15 out of 16 responses with intensiﬁers in only two
responses. The same thing can be said about the American
English data, and only ﬁve responses are intensiﬁed. Therefore,
both the groups equally perceive the degree of offence severity.
One of the subjects in the American English data use the sub-
formula ‘‘request for forgiveness’’ by saying ‘‘please forgive
me’’. This is the only case reported to have used another
sub-formula in addition to the expression of apology. In the
case of Arab learners of English, ‘‘expression of regret’’, the
most common in English, is used by only 78%. Again devia-
tion occurs with respect to the distribution of IFIDs sub-
formulas. In this data, ‘‘excuse me’’ is used in 5% of the data,
‘‘forgive me’’ in 11% and ‘‘offer of apology’’ in 7%. Intensity
of regret appears in 31% of the data. The sporadic use of the
four formulae is, again, a result of transfer from L1 where ‘‘I’m
sorry’’ is used by 60%, Ma?thiratan (excuse me) by 11% (more
than in their English data because its force in Arabic is more
than English as perceived by Arabs), ‘‘afwan’’ ‘‘samihinii’’
15% and only 4% use the performative verb ‘‘a?tathir’’ ‘‘apol-
ogise’’ see Table 5 below.Table 5 The distribution of IFIDs use in both inter-language Engl
Expression of regret (%)
English inter-language n= 70 78
Arabic n= 63 609.2. Concern for the hearer
The next most likely strategy to occur after IFIDs in the se-
quence of apology, particularly in the situation of ‘‘bumping
into a lady’’, is ‘‘expression of concern for the hearer’’. This
strategy needs not be mentioned with respect of the other
two situations. The kind of offence in both does not require
this strategy. It is a situation-speciﬁc strategy which is mostly
used when the victim is physically damaged.
In situation (1), this verbal strategy shows stylistic similar-
ity but statistic differences between Arabs and British/Ameri-
can subjects. The Arab learners of English use the formula
‘‘Are you ok’’, ‘‘Are you all right’’ or using concrete questions
like inquiring about the degree of damage and pain in 11% of
the data (Are you hurt? I hope it is not serious). Statistically,
the number of responses with concern for the hearer expres-
sions is near to the number of expressions used by the same
subjects in their Arabic L1 (15%). However, stylistically there
seems to be no deviations from the performance by the native
English speakers. As shown in the table below, The British
English speakers use this strategy in 37% and the Americans
in 56%. In the other two situations this strategy does not ﬁgure
in the data of the three groups as no physical damage is in-
volved (Table 6).
9.3. Taking on responsibility
The offender resorts to this strategy only when he/she
recognises responsibility for the offence. There are four sub-
formulae in this case and they can be described as follows:
Accepting the blame/self-blame.
Expressing self-deﬁciency.
Expressing lack of intent.
Expression of embarrassment.
Taking on responsibility strategy and one or more of its
various linguistic realisations appear in the responses to the
three situations by the three groups.
The sub-formula ‘‘accepting the blame’’ in situation 1 ap-
pears in 8% of the responses of E2 respondents. The six sub-
jects clearly admit their direct responsibility for the offence
by saying ‘‘It is my fault’’. This strategy appears in only one
response in the Arabic L1 data. American English speakers
don’t use this strategy in my data and the British Englishish and Arabic data in situation 3.
Excuse (%) Apologies (%) Forgive (pardon) (%)
5 11 7
11 15 4
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have looked where I was going’’. The use of ‘‘self-blame’’ strat-
egy by Six Arab subjects in six of their responses in English can
only be attributed to the inﬂuence of the questionnaire phras-
ing. This strategy ‘‘accepting the blame’’ is not found to be
used in the situation of ‘‘changing the order’’ and ‘‘forgetting
the book’’. The only explanation for this is that ‘‘self blame’’
formula is used to intensify the force of apology and this inten-
siﬁcation is not required for the last two situations.
The ‘‘expression of embarrassment’’ strategy is used by two
subjects only In the Arabs learner’s data, ‘‘really, I am very
embarrassed’’, ‘‘I feel shy’’. This is a direct transfer from Ara-
bic responses ‘‘wallahi ana mohrad ka eer’’, ‘‘ana mohrad min-
nish^’’. As far as American and British responses are
concerned this strategy appears in only one response ‘‘I feel
so bad’’ by an American subject. Again this strategy is situa-
tion-speciﬁc, and thus it appears in none of the responses to
the other two situations, except one response of an Arab lear-
ner of English ‘‘I am embarrassed’’, in situation 3.
Let us now consider the strategy of ‘‘expressing self deﬁ-
ciency’’. Statistically speaking, the Arab non-native speakers
of English use this strategy in (24% of the responses), like
the British English speakers (25% of the responses), and ex-
actly twice the use of it by the Americans (12%). In the Arabic
responses, this strategy is used by 26% of the subjects.
Although there is a statistic gap between the use of ‘‘expressing
self deﬁciency’’ by Arab non-native speakers of English and
the Americans, they are similar with respect to the content
of the strategy. Both the American responses are ‘‘I didn’t
see you’’. In twelve out of seventeen responses, the Arab
non-native speakers of English use the same word ‘‘I didn’t
see you’’. As for the remaining ﬁve responses, there is a range
of strategy choice. Three of the four British subjects express
self deﬁciency this way ‘‘I wasn’t watching/Looking where I
was going’’. The fourth response is ‘‘That was clumsy of
me’’ (See Table 7).
Various realisations in situation 1
We face this strategy again in the situation of ‘‘forgetting a
book’’ and all the responses refer to the deﬁciency of forgetting
to bring in the book ‘‘I forgot your book’’. The Arab non-na-
tive speakers of English resort to this strategy in 82% of the
responses, British 43%, Americans 81% and Arabs in their
Arabic responses in 60%. The following generic formula can
be posited with respect to how Arab non-native learners use
this strategy: (I forgot to bring your book). In most of the re-
sponses by British and American English speakers the follow-
ing generic response appears. (I forgot your book). The use of
the inﬁnitive ‘‘to bring’’ never appears in the responses of both
the groups. The meaning of ‘‘to bring’’ is already implied in the
proposition’’ I forgot your book’’. As to the non -native speak-
ers, they tend to use more words than the native speakers inTable 7 Distribution of the use of ‘‘Taking on responsibility’’.
Accepting the
blame (%)
Expressin
self-deﬁci
English inter-language 8 2.8
Arabic n= 63 1.5 3
American English n= 16 – 6.25
British English n= 16 6 –order to accomplish a similar pragmatic act (Blum-Kulka
and Olshtain, 1980). The intermediate level of proﬁciency in
English does not provide the Arabs with variation in perform-
ing the strategy which could enable them to express the same
thing in different linguistic realizations. The American subjects
instead of saying ‘‘I forgot’’, they also said ‘‘it slipped my
mind’’ (12% of the responses). In Arabic responses, such range
of variation does not exist. Almost all the subjects who re-
spond with this strategy say ‘‘naseet kitabik’’, ‘‘forgot your
book’’.
The last strategy that comes under ‘‘taking on responsibil-
ity’’ is ‘‘expressing lack of intent’’. This strategy is typical of
Arabic subjects in the present data, in their responses both
Arabic and English. To rule out any kind of doubt about
doing the offence intentionally, 24% of Arab learners of Eng-
lish use ‘‘lack of intent expressions’’ like ‘‘I didn’t mean it’’, ‘‘I
didn’t do it on purpose’’, etc. In about 35% of the responses in
Arabic L1 by the same subjects, expressions that show’’ Lack
of intent’’ are used. For example ‘‘ma kan Qasdi’’, ma kansh
Qasdi’’, etc. However, in both sets of responses by American
and British subjects, this strategy never occurs. Therefore, that
it exists in the responses of the Arabs learners of English is a
result of transfer from Arabic. Arabs in their apologetic/reme-
dial actions tend to assure the offended/victim of their good-
will, hence they use this strategy.
The above analysis of the strategy ‘‘Taking on responsibil-
ity’’ and its various manifestations shows that the three groups
are not so keen on taking on responsibility particularly with re-
gard to the situation of ‘‘bumping into a lady’’. However, this
claim is more justiﬁed with respect to American and English
responses than to the Arabs subjects.
This claim is supported by looking into the data. Two self
strategies (Susczynska, 1999), namely ‘‘self-blamed’’ and ‘‘self
deﬁciency’’ don’t appear in the responses of both the groups
of the native speakers of English. According to Susczynska
(1999), ‘‘the (dis) preferences for the self-strategies should be
seen as motivated by deeper cultural attitudes related to public
self-exposure of an individual (cf. Wierzbicka, 1985 B:168 on
disapproval of public display of emotions in Anglo-Saxon cul-
ture). Admitting one’s deﬁciency can be quiet embarrassing,
discrediting, and ultimately unnecessary in a society that val-
ues personal preserves and egalitarianism. For the same rea-
sons, there is high expectation of consideration for others
and their ‘‘personal preserves’’, although within the limits of
non-imposition on its privacy).
9.4. Offer of repair
This semantic formula ‘‘offer of repair’’ is a situation-speciﬁc
strategy. Repair is an attempt by the offender to compensate
the incurred damage. An offer of repair is often required ing
ency (%)
Expression of
embarrassment (%)
Expressing lack
of intent (%)
24 24
26 35
12 –
25 –
Table 9 Frequency of occurrence of ‘‘time indicators’’ in the
‘‘offer of repair’’ strategy situation 3.
Tomorrow (%) Indeﬁnite time
indicator (%)
English inter-language n= 70 49 4
Arabic n= 63 42 7
American English n= 16 25 25
British English n= 16 50 6
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store social harmony. In my study this strategy appears fre-
quently in the situations of ‘‘bumping into a lady’’ and
‘‘forgetting a book’’. In the ﬁrst situation both American
and British English data, responses indicating offers of repair
are used with high frequency (87% and 93% respectively).
Both the groups offer help. These offers of help exhibit a for-
mulaic character.
(Please let me help you with your things). (Can I help you?)
An offer of help in the English responses refers to picking
up the packages. The E2 respondents use formulas which ap-
pear in 93% and 87% of the responses of E1 respondents in
only 10%. In the remaining offers of help (11%) concrete re-
sponses are used which reﬂect some aspects of the Arab cul-
ture. Out of the ﬁfteen responses, nine respondents offer
taking the victim to the hospital. The responses indicate that
in such situation Arabs resort to expressions which offer con-
crete help rather than formulaic expressions which suggest the
degree of incursion into the victims territory. (I will take you to
the hospital if the hurting is deep), (I will take you to the near-
est hospital), (Let me help you if you need to go to the hospi-
tal). In two responses, the offer of help is more concrete: (Let
me take you to the hospital to get your leg X-rayed). Such ‘‘of-
fers’’ of help show that the immunity of one’s private self is
much less part of the Arab culture and that the private terri-
tory of the offended person is easily invaded.
Another feature that should be mentioned here is the weak
frequency of offers of help in the Arabs responses 21% when
compared to the E1 responses (75% and 93%). When some
respondents were asked why they don’t offer to help the victim
in collecting her things, they said that, at such particular situ-
ation only action is needed and not verbal apologies. The sub-
ject-matter of the offer of help, here, should be whether she
minds taking her to the hospital. In the Arabic data 25% of
the respondents offer help. As far as the content of the offers
of help is concerned, it is very much like their responses in
English. Therefore, offers of help in non-native Arab speakers
of English are a direct transfer from Arabic L1 see Table 8
below.
The ‘‘offer of repair’’ strategy, again, occurs in the situation
of ‘‘forgetting a book’’ with high frequency across the three
groups. Our E2 respondents use it in 62% of the data, in their
Arabic responses (52%). Both Americans E1 speakers and
British native speakers of English use’’ offers of repair’’ in
81% of the responses. The following interpretation of the con-
tent of ‘‘offers of repair’’ explain the difference in their realisa-
tions across the three groups. Mainly, three formulas are used
by the respondents of the three groups, namely ‘‘declaring to
bring the book’’, ‘‘interrogating the offended about the possi-
bility of returning the book at a later time’’, ‘‘vague redress
expression’’. As far as the ﬁrst formula is concerned, the three
groups use it with two types of time indicators, speciﬁed and
non-speciﬁed. The following examples from the data of the
English inter-language of Arabs illustrates this point.Table 8 Frequency of occurring of ‘‘Offer of repair’’
English inter-language (%) A
Bumping into a lady n= 70 21 2
Forgetting a book n= 63 62 5‘‘I will bring it tomorrow’’.
‘‘I will bring it next time’’.
‘‘By next day I will return it’’.
Arab learners of English tend to be speciﬁc in terms of the
time when they intend to return the book. The use of ‘‘tomor-
row’’ in 49% of the data supports this claim. The non-speciﬁc
time indicators are used in only 4% of the responses. In the
data of Arabic (L1), the approximate frequency of occurrence
of bukrah ‘‘tomorrow’’ (42%) is observed. Arabic seems to
share this feature of giving speciﬁc times in promising with
the British English native speakers (50%). Only in 6% of the
responses by the British the indeﬁnite time indicators are used.
With respect to American data, time indicators (25%) are of-
fered with about the same frequency as non-speciﬁc time indi-
cators (25%). Americans prefer using ‘‘as soon as possible’’
rather than giving a speciﬁc time. Thus, we can notice that
both Arabs and British people tend to use speciﬁc responses,
whereas the American people tend to give ﬂexible responses
in such situations which could help in case of failing to abide
by the commitment. The table below statistically presents this
observation (Table 9).
A few instances in the data illustrate the use of ‘‘interrogat-
ing the offended’’ strategy. In the E2 responses, the following
two examples occur.
May I get it Later?
Can I return the book tomorrow?
The Arab users of English share this strategy with the Ameri-
can subjects. Consider the following responses,
May I bring it tomorrow?
Do you mind if I bring it over your place?
The ‘‘vague redress expressions’’ strategies do not occur in
the responses by Arabs in both E2 and Arabic L1. It is a char-
acteristic of the native English corpus.
I will make it up to you (American).
I would make it up to you (British).
Is there anything I can do to make it up to you?strategy in situations 1 and 3.
rabic (%) American English (%) British English (%)
5 87 93
2 81 81
Table 10 The frequency of occurrence of ‘‘giving explanations
or accounts of the situation’’ in situation 2.
Accounts/explanations (%)
English inter-language n= 70 31
Arabic n= 63 23
American English n= 16 68
British English n= 16 62
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ation of performative verb of ‘‘repair’’. A range of verbs are
used by the three groups (bring): (49% is by Arabs in their
English IL), (31% by the British) and (31% by the Americans),
(get) by (2% Arabs), (19% British) (31% Americans), return
(4% Arabs), (12% British and 6% Americans). The verb give
appears in the English IL data in 4% of the responses and does
not seem to be used by native speakers of English. The distri-
bution of the use of those performative verbs shows that the
Arab subjects are not fully aware of the use of the verb get
and it semantic functions. The American respondents use the
verb get in 31% of the data. The British subjects use it in
19% of their responses. Due to the high inﬂuence of Arabic
on the English IL, Arab respondents, resort to the verb
‘‘bring’’ in 49% of the total 62% of ‘‘offers of repair.’’ The
remaining responses use the verbs ‘‘get’’, ‘‘give’’ and ‘‘return’’
sporadically.10. An explanation or account of the situation
This semantic formula is resorted to by the apologiser to mit-
igate his / her guilt. A distinction is made between an implicit
and explicit explanation or account (in an explanation/account
offender admits that what he has done was undesirable, he
tries to lessen the blame which can be attached to him by refer-
ring to mitigating circumstances that may excuse his behav-
iour. Thus an explanation or an account serves as an
‘‘excuse’’ for committed offence (Trosborg, 1987).
This strategy occurs in the data with very low frequency
(31%) in the situation of ‘‘bumping into a lady’’ in the E2 re-
sponses and does not at all appear in their responses of the na-
tive speakers of English. Since it is clear that the offender is
faulty, giving an explanation or accounts of the situation will
not lessen the blame. This perception seems to be shared by
the three groups.
In the second situation, ‘‘forgetting a book’’ is sufﬁcient to
explain. No further accounts are likely to be stronger apolo-
getic expressions than saying (I forgot). In this situation ‘‘giv-
ing accounts’’ is used by only tow E2 respondents and one
British subject. Both express accounts of the situation by refer-
ring to ‘‘rush’’ or ‘‘hurry’’, [Today I left my house in a hurry
(E2)], I was in a rush (British English). Giving explanations
is low in frequency of occurrence in the ﬁrst two situations be-
cause it is a situation-speciﬁc strategy.
Some detailed explanation is needed with respect to the use
of this strategy in the situation of (changing the order). Here,
the apologiser needs to lessen the blame and provides justiﬁca-
tion for his behaviour. Unless the speaker gives explanations
the hearer (waiter and the whole staff running the restaurant)
would feel offended. So, to maintain social equilibrium with
the people in the restaurant, some accounts of why the order
is to be changed could be given. The Arabs E2 respondents
use this strategy in 23% of the data and 23% of their Arabic
responses. The American E1 respondents use it in 68% of
the data and similarly in the British data it appears in 62%.
The wide gap in frequency of occurrence between English na-
tive speakers and non-native speakers has to be interpreted.
The differences in evaluating the degree of the severity of of-
fence by E1 and E2 respondents seem to be the main reason
behind this variation. In the Arabic culture context, changing
this order even after the food is already served is not an offenceof high degree of severity, hence giving accounts is not always
required. In the American and Western context, it seems to be
difﬁcult to change the order after the food is served, simply be-
cause you change your mind. If you ask for changing the food,
you will probably pay for both. This argument is supported by
the following instances from the British/English data, (You
would not do that in England and get away with it. They
would make you pay for two meals.), (I could never imagine
doing that unless there was something wrong with the food.)
In the contrary to this, you can ﬁnd responses in the Arabs
E2 data which have no expression of apology at all, (Can
you change this please?), (May I place another order, please?)
According to the Arabs, a polite request is sufﬁcient for the
purpose (Table 10).
It is very interesting to go into the details of the content of
‘‘explanation’’ given by the respondents. Arabs E2 respondents
give three types of explanations, real, neutral and unreal. Real
responses are higher in frequency; 9 out of 21 explanations are
real (I changed my mind, I want to change my order). The
remaining 11 responses are unreal accounts of the situation.
These unreal explanations have various realisations:
Claims against the food quality: (I do not like spicy food),
(It is oily or spicy), I do not like this food.
Claims against the waiter: (Denying the served order: I
ordered- - - -not- - - -.
Claims against oneself: (I ordered that by mistake), (I for-
got the doctors advice.)
Here we notice that there is a violation of one of Grice’s
maxims, namely ‘‘Maxim of quality’’ and the aim seems to
save the speaker’s face. The same thing is said about the Ara-
bic data. Both real and unreal explanations are given by the
two native English speakers groups.
British English data
– I change my mind (real),
– I just had change of taste (real),
– I am a vegetarian and I do not take that contains sea-food
sauce (unreal),
– I ordered something else. You gave me the wrong meal
(unreal).
American English data
– I have changed my mind (real),
– There has been a slight change of plan. (real),
– I never ordered this - - - - -. I ordered - - - - -. (unreal),
– I did not realise - - - - - had - - - - - and I am allergic. (unreal)
It is observed that the three groups use similar strategies
when dealing with this semantic formula (explanation or - - - -
28 Abdul Wahed Qasem Ghaleb Al-Zumoraccounts of the situation). The three groups abide by the
quality maxim in most of the responses and breach it in some
of them.
11. Conclusion
This paper is a contribution to a more detailed analysis of in-
ter-language and cross-cultural pragmatics. It may also help in
producing a more clear picture of differences in a apologetic
responses and help understand the nature of stylistic variation
across cultures.
From inter-language pragmatics perspective the phenome-
non of transfer has been investigated and features of it are
found due to the inﬂuence of the native language as well as
the little exposure to the second language. For instance, the
use of more than one IFID, different address terms which
are not part of the native speakers responses, the use of certain
semantic formulae and avoid others, all these illustrate that
transfer from Arabic as L1 does occur. The use of formulaic
expressions in E2 is a result of transfer from English.
From a cross-cultural point of view, some differences have
been highlighted. The linguistic realisations of apologising in
different situations show that, due to cultural differences the
native English speakers and Arabic speakers assign different
degrees of severity to the same situation.
It has also been observed from the data that, in the Arab
culture, admitting one’s deﬁciency in order to set thing right
is not as embarrassing and discrediting as in the Anglo-Saxon
culture. The immunity of one’s private self is much less part of
the Arab culture. People are more publicly available to each
other. This claim is supported by the very concrete offers of
help in the situation of ‘‘bumping into a lady and hurting her’’.
The ﬁndings are limited to the three situations mentioned
earlier in this paper. Wider variation in situations that require
remedial actions need to be investigated across the Arab states.
The study has some pedagogical implications. Syllabus
designers and material prepares have to take these ﬁndings
into account during the preparation of foreign language mate-
rials to the learners of both English and Arabic.References
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